The Yorkshire Pine Factory
Quality Solid Pine Furniture Handmade in Yorkshire

Hand Painted & Stained
• Quality solid pine furniture & kitchens hand painted,
we spend a lot of time preparing the units prior to
painting or waxing, between each coat we flatten the
paint to ensure a quality smooth long lasting finish.
Our units can be painted, stained or waxed in any
specified colour or finish
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Quality solid pine furniture & kitchens
Handmade in Yorkshire
Assembled not flat packed / can be supplied flat packed
Supplied in natural pine but available in any finish
Can be made to any size
Supplied at affordable prices
Bespoke service available

www.yorkshirepinefactory.co.uk

Call 07821 172061

Quality Solid Pine Hand Painted Furniture
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Quality Solid Pine Hand Painted Kitchen units
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Kitchen Units

Prices Painting, lacquering, Staining
We use a knott sealer and apply 2 x base coat & 2 x top coat
We prepare between each coat applied

Single door and frame £35
Double door and farme £45
Different interior carcass finish £45
Complete single door unit £65 each
Complete double door unit £125 each
4 drawer pack £75 (exclude drawer boxes)
3 and 2 drawer pack £65 (exclude drawer boxes)
Single Tall unit
£125 each
Double Tall unit
£225 each
Paints and materials 15% of the total price quoted
minimum charge £25
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

Furniture Prices

Prices Painting, lacquering, Staining
We use a knott sealer and apply 2 x base coat & 2 x top coat
We prepare between each coat applied

Bedsides
£45 each or £90 for a pair
Drawers
2 £45 - 3 £65 - 4 £75 - 4 + 2 £85 - 6 Narrow £85 - 5+2 £95
Wardrobes
Single £75 TB +£25 - Double £125 TB +£45 - Triple £175 TB +£65
Monk Benches
Large £95 - Medium £75 - Child - £55
Benches
Large £75 - Medium £55 - Small £35
Beds
Single £75 Double £95 Kingsize £125 Super King £145
Tables
Small £75 Medium £95 Large £125
Dressing Tables
Single pedestal £75 -  Double Pedestal £125
Console Tables
Without mirror £55 - with mirror £95
Book cases
Medium £95 - Large £145 - Extra large £175
Paints and materials 15% of the total price quoted
minimum charge £25
PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

FARROW & BALL COLOURS WE STOCK
All White contains no other pigment except for white,
creating the softest most sympathetic colour.
Pointing is a fresh and uncomplicated tarditional
creamy off white.
Middleton pink is a light soft pastel pink fresh and
uncomplicated delicate pink.
Rectory Red  will intensify when used in a small space
to create the most welcoming of rooms.
Green Ground is a pale and fresh green which has a
calming feel to create a contented atmosphere.
Green Smoke is a dark and smoky green inviting
deepness while evoking calm and serenity.
Parma Grey is a  cool mid blue, it creates the perfect
period feel, cool in  nature it can feel quite formal.
Inchyra Blue is a very dark blue which can read more
grey, blue or even green depending on the light.
Elephant's Breath reads as an mid grey with a hint of
magenta, it becomes almost lilac in the cooler light.
Dove Tale a warm grey with lilac undertones, a darker a
warm grey finish. version of Elephant's Breath.
Down Pipe, a dramatic dark lead grey, has definite blue
undertones which deepen the complexity of the finish.
Pitch Black is a true black, as pure a black as you can get
and is strong and uncomplicated in all lights.

STAINS WE STOCK
Clear, protects the wood whilst keeping its natural look.
Dark Oak, this stain gives the appearance of a traditional
dark oak wood.
Light Oak, this stain gives the appearance of a modern
oak wood.
Wallnut, this stain gives the wood the appearance of a
classy wallnut finish.
Mahoganny, this stain gives the wood a deep dark red
appearance.

The colour tint can not be guaranteed and might vary from the images

Painting or Staining units

Our units are supplied unpainted, we can paint the units in any colour or we can
stain the units in any finish.
In order to ensure a smooth and even finish we do prepare the units between each
coats and we apply 2 base coats and 2 top coats. Our standard finish a soft satin,
matt and gloss finishes are available
We can quote to paint/stain the exterior of the units or paint/stain the interior and
the exterior of the units
When you opt to have the units painted and in order to create a contrast you can
mix and max between paint, clear lacquer or colour stained
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Enigma Painted Furniture Range
Our enigma furniture range uses a combination
of pine and mdf to enable us to get a smooth
finished painted surface

Standard colours available but we can match any colour of your choice

White

Cream

Black Hint Pink

Silver or Black Black Crystal

Pink

Clear Crystal

Red

Pale Blue

Pink Crystal

Blue

Clear Crystal

DISTRIBUTOR DETAILS
Yorkshire Pine Factory
Unit 3 Skircoat road
Halifax HX1 2QZ
07821 172061
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The Yorkshire Pine Factory
Quality Solid Pine Kitchens Handmade in Yorkshire

You can Visit our Factory
Trinity Business Centre, Skircoat Road
Halifax, HX1 2QZ

Esso Petrol
Station

YPF

Entrance to the Yorkshire Pine Factory car park
is through the Esso petrol station forecourt

Contact us on 07821 172061 or email
yorkshirepinefactory@hotmail.com
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